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Re:

Tioga Inn Specific Plan Amendment #3

Dear Members of the Mono County Board of Supervisors:
On behalf of the Mono Lake Committee (“MLC”), we have reviewed the
materials associated with Alternative 7 for the proposed Tioga Inn Specific Plan
Amendment #3 (“Project”). Once again, despite the Board’s concerns and prior direction,
the project applicant has returned with a proposal that (1) fails to address the significant
safety concerns associated with the Project, including the lack of safe fire evacuation
routes and the absence of a pedestrian trail; and (2) introduces a new landscaping plan
that is inadequate to reduce aesthetic impacts, and that could result in new environmental
impacts that must be addressed. In light of the flaws in the current proposal, we urge the
Board to either deny the deny the Project as unsafe, lacking in detail, and unnecessary; or,
in the alternative, to approve only phase 1 of the Project, subject to conditions addressing
safety concerns described below.
The Project, including the proposed Alternative 7, does not address the
substantial safety concerns identified in our previous letters, by the Board itself, and by
the Lee Vining Fire Protection District (“LVFPD”) and other commenters.
First, the Project must include a fire evacuation route to Highway 395. As
discussed in our prior letters, see April 14, 2020 letter at p. 14; August 21, 2019 letter at
pp.13-15, without an evacuation route to Highway 395, the Project sends residents and
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guests up Lee Vining Canyon into an area of fire danger, and similarly complicates
access for emergency crews. An evacuation route to Highway 395, which CalTrans has
indicated may be feasible (see August 6, 2020, Tioga Inn Staff Report Attachment #6,
Attachment D, Emergency Route onto US 395), would address these concerns. As the
LVFPD has stated, any evacuation route would need to be fully functional, designed to
allow residents, guests, and employees to evacuate the site while simultaneously
accommodating access for LVFPD equipment and crews.
Recent events have made clear that the already-substantial risk presented by
wildfires is increasing. California is experiencing record-high temperatures: summers are
2.5 degrees warmer than they were several decades ago, and they are likely to get even
hotter. See Susanne Rust et al., How climate change is fueling record-breaking California
wildfires, heat and smog, Los Angeles Times (Sep. 13, 2020), attached hereto as Exhibit
1. These high temperatures remove moisture from plants and soils, increasing fire danger
and adding combustible fuel to the landscape. Id.; see also Exhibit 2, Anne Mulkern,
Fast-Moving California Wildfires Boosted by Climate Change, Scientific American
(Aug. 24, 2020) (“Hotter temperatures, less dependable precipitation and snowpack that
melts sooner lead to drier soil and parched vegetation,” according to UCLA climate
scientist Daniel Swain). According to CalFire, fire seasons are “starting earlier and
ending later each year,” and the length of fire season “is estimated to have increased by
75 days across the Sierras.” See Exhibit 3, 2020 Incident Archive, CalFire, available at
https://www.fire.ca.gov/incidents/2020/. In 2020 alone, over four million acres have
burned in over 8,000 separate fire incidents; eight people have died; and over 5,000
structures have been damaged or destroyed. Id. As of September 13, the year 2020 had
already brought six of the 20 largest wildfires in California’s history. See Exhibit 1, Rust
et al. The fire season is far from over.
Fire concerns have been prominent in Mono County in recent months, as
well. A lightning strike near South Tufa grew unusually quickly overnight into a 4,000acre fire. See Exhibit 4, Incident Information System, Beach Fire, available at
https://inciweb.nwcg.gov/incident/photograph/6987/0/101211. The communities of
Walker and Coleville in north Mono County were physically evacuated due to the Slink
fire at the end of August. See Exhibit 5, Amy Alonzo, Slink Fire now at 14,200 acres,
expected to burn well into October, officials say, Reno Gazette Journal (Sep. 1, 2020).
And the Town of Mammoth Lakes prepared for a potential evacuation due to the huge
Creek fire. See Exhibit 6, Creek Fire Information & Updates, Town of Mammoth Lakes
(https://www.townofmammothlakes.ca.gov/CivicAlerts.aspx?AID=691).
Given this worsening risk profile, the importance of evacuation routes to
safe roadways with adequate capacity cannot be understated. Fires can arrive with little
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warning, and the consequences of inadequate evacuation routes can be devastating.
According to one early account of the Camp Fire, “[t]he victims apparently were trapped
or overtaken by the speeding fire while trying to evacuate during a frantic few hours
Thursday night when roads became choked and some residents abandoned gridlocked
cars to flee on foot.” See Tony Bizjak et al., Updated: “We’re not going to die like this:
Twenty-nine confirmed fatalities in California’s most destructive fire, The Sacramento
Bee (Nov. 6, 2018), attached hereto as Exhibit 7. California jurisdictions must strive to
prevent such a situation from ever occurring again. The Board should not approve this
project without an evacuation route to Highway 395.
Second, Alternative 7 still does not require the applicant to create a trail
connecting the project site to Lee Vining, nor does it address the pedestrian safety
concerns created by the lack of such a trail. In order to ameliorate the pedestrian safety
hazard raised in our prior letters and by numerous commenters at previous Board of
Supervisors meetings—including by one commenter who delivered testimony from the
shoulder of Highway 395 with oncoming traffic rushing by over her shoulder, see Exhibit
8, screen capture of August 6 Board of Supervisors Meeting—this trail must be in place
before any Project residences are occupied.
The fact that it may be expensive for the developer to carry out these
measures—the safe evacuation route to US 395 and the pedestrian trail—does not make
them infeasible. Under CEQA Guidelines section 15364, “feasible” means “capable of
being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking
into account economic, environmental, legal, social, and technological factors.” By this
definition, the safety measures are feasible. Even if the project applicant does not want to
pay for them, there is no evidence that their cost would jeopardize the economic viability
of the Project.
In addition to Alternative 7’s failure to address safety issues, the
Alternative’s new landscaping plan is inadequate to reduce the Project’s aesthetic impacts
and could result in new significant environmental impacts that must be addressed.
There is no evidence that the proposed landscaping will reduce aesthetic
impacts to less than significant levels. There has been no demonstration of whether or
how the proposed trees would provide screening from various viewpoints. And, as
described in a letter from the Mono Lake Committee to Michael Draper on October 6,
2020, some of the tree species proposed for inclusion in the landscaping plan are nonnative and may not even grow successfully in the Mono Basin. The Mono Lake
Committee’s letter is attached to this letter as Exhibit 9 and its contents are incorporated
by reference herein.
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Further, the mitigation measure proposed in Alternative 7 is inadequate.
Mitigation Measure AES 5.12(a,b-2) states that additional planting and monitoring will
continue until the “screening goal” has been met. But the “screening goal” is not defined.
As a result, the mitigation measure is vague and unenforceable, and its purported
performance standards are inadequate. Further, the mitigation measure does not
adequately specify how and when a landscaping specialist will monitor tree health and
screening efficacy, stating only that such activities will happen during the first five years
of growth. More detail is needed to ensure that the monitoring and reporting program for
this mitigation measure is sufficient. Finally, if screening is found adequate at year five,
monitoring will apparently cease—even though trees might die and screening might fail
after five years. Monitoring must be a permanent feature of the project, as significant
impacts may emerge after five years. To address these flaws, the Mono Lake Committee
has proposed a modified mitigation measure that contains clear and adequate
performance standards and monitoring requirements. See Exhibit 9, letter dated October
6, 2020. We urge the Board to review and adopt this proposed mitigation measure.
Finally, the landscaping plan included with Alternative 7 would introduce
additional environmental impacts that must be studied. For example, the number of new
trees and other plantings proposed could significantly increase fire ignition risks,
especially given the changing climate conditions discussed above. The County cannot
approve the project until these impacts are fully studied.
In conclusion, we recommend that the County deny the Project, including
Alternative 7, because it is not safe, has not been described in sufficient detail, and, as
discussed in our prior letters, is not necessary to meet current needs in the County or the
needs of hypothetical future on-site employees who may never materialize. In addition,
for all the reasons we have previously stated, the environmental review for the project
remains inadequate, with unmitigated significant impacts and unenforceable mitigation
measures. Alternatively, if the County is not inclined to deny the Project, we recommend
that the County approve only phase 1 on the condition that the applicant complete the
pedestrian trail prior to occupancy. The applicant could propose additional housing in the
future in connection with a serious proposal to construct the hotel and a demonstration of
need for employee housing.
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Very truly yours,
SHUTE, MIHALY & WEINBERGER LLP

Winter King
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How climate change is fueling recordbreaking California wildfires, heat and smog
By Susanne Rust, Tony Barboza

In 2001, a team of international scientists projected that during the next 100 years,
the planet’s inhabitants would witness higher maximum temperatures, more hot
days and heat waves, an increase in the risk of forest fires and “substantially
degraded air quality” in large metropolitan areas as a result of climate change.
In just the past month, nearly two decades after the third United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report was issued, heat records were
busted across California, more than 3 million acres of land burned, and in major
metropolitan areas, such as Los Angeles and San Francisco, air pollution has
skyrocketed.
“This shouldn’t come as a surprise to anyone,” said Michael Gerrard, director of the
Sabin Center for Climate Change Law at Columbia University. “Maybe we
underestimated the magnitude and speed” at which these events would occur, he
said, but “we’ve seen this long freight train barreling down on us for decades, and
now the locomotive is on top of us, with no caboose in sight.”
In a matter of weeks, California has experienced six of the 20 largest wildfires in
modern history and toppled all-time temperature records from the desert to the
coast. Millions are suffering from some of the worst air quality in years due to heattriggered smog and fire smoke. A sooty plume has blanketed most of the West
Coast, blotting out the sun and threatening people’s lungs during a deadly
pandemic.
California is being pushed to extremes. And the record heat, fires and pollution all
have one thing in common: They were made worse by climate change. Their
convergence is perhaps the strongest signal yet that the calamity climate scientists
have warned of for years isn’t far off in the future; it is here today and can no longer
be ignored.
“What we’ve been seeing in California are some of the clearest events where we can
say this is climate change — that climate change has clearly made this worse,” said
Zeke Hausfather, a climate scientist at the Breakthrough Institute, an Oaklandbased think tank. “People who have lived in California for 30, 40 years are saying
this is unprecedented, it has never been this hot, it has never been this smoky in all
the years I’ve lived here.”
Unprecedented, yes. But not unexpected.
Since the 1980s, government and oil industry scientists have been anticipating the
events that have transpired across the state this past month.
As one 1988 internal Shell Oil Co. document noted, “by the time the global warming
becomes detectable it could be too late to take effective countermeasures to reduce
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the effects or even to stabilize the situation.”
“I’m only sorry that in 1989, I could not get an audience for what I wanted to
communicate,” said Jim Hansen, a retired NASA researcher and early climate
change scientist, of testimony he made to Congress about the issue.

Record temperatures
Each of the extremes Californians are living through right now is fueled, at least in
part, by the gradual warming of the planet, which is accelerating as greenhouse gas
emissions continue to rise.
California summers are 2.5 degrees warmer than they were in the 1970s and are on
track to heat up an additional 4.5 degrees by the end of the century if the world’s
current emissions trajectory continues, said Hausfather.
While precise attribution studies on the extreme heat waves in California in recent
weeks will take time to complete, he said, they are clear examples of how climate
change compounds natural weather variability to increase the likelihood of what
once would have been a rare event.
“In a world without climate change, it still would have been a hot August; we still
would have had some fires. But it’s clear that climate change has made things
notably worse,” he said. “An extreme heat event that would have been 100 degrees
is now 102.5 or 103 degrees, and that is actually a pretty big difference in terms of
the impacts on people.”
During the mid-August heat wave, Death Valley soared to 130 degrees, one of the
hottest temperatures ever recorded on Earth.
Another ferocious heat wave over the Labor Day weekend brought Death Valley-like
heat to other areas. Los Angeles County had its hottest temperature on record when
Woodland Hills hit 121 degrees Sept. 6. At Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, it reached 120
degrees, the highest reading since record-keeping began in 1869, in an area that is
less than 10 miles from the Pacific Ocean.
John Lindsey, a marine meteorologist with Pacific Gas and Electric, said the
mercury rose to unprecedented levels in San Luis Obispo due to hot, downslope
winds blowing from the northeast. They are known locally as Santa Lucia winds and
can increase temperatures by 5.5 degrees for every 1,000 feet they descend.
“It was just rip-roaring hot,” said Lindsey, who has forecast weather along the
Central Coast since 1991. “You just don’t expect Death Valley temperatures along
coastal California.”
Lindsey, who acknowledges that he was a bit of a climate skeptic in the past, said
seeing the increase in seawater temperatures, in particular, over many years “was a
real epiphany or wake-up call.”
“By now, there’s no doubt in most people’s minds that the atmosphere is warming
and the ocean is warming,” he said. “With the way greenhouse gases are increasing,
in my mind, there’s no doubt that we’re causing this. It’s human activity that’s
causing this. So I’m concerned about the future. And that’s somebody who’s very
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skeptical.”
Global warming has increased the odds of unprecedented heat extremes across
more than 80% of the planet and “has doubled or even, in some areas, tripled the
odds of record-setting hot events” in California and the Western U.S., said Stanford
University climate scientist Noah Diffenbaugh.

An unprecedented firestorm
When it comes to wildfires, “what we’ve had in California over the last three to four
weeks is unprecedented in our historical experience,” Diffenbaugh said.
“This is more extreme than any other year in living memory,” he said, and is
consistent with the impact of global warming.
Research by Diffenbaugh and colleagues that was published last month found that
the number of days with extreme wildfire weather in California has more than
doubled since the early 1980s, primarily due to warming temperatures drying out
vegetation.
“It means that even with no change in the frequency of strong wind events, even
with no change in the frequency of lightning, the risk of wildfire and risk of large,
rapidly growing wildfires goes up as a result of the effect of that warming,” he said.
And it’s that atmospheric warming that has set the stage for the fires raging
throughout the western U.S., said Park Williams, a hydroclimatologist at Columbia
University’s Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory.
“If we think of the atmosphere as a giant sponge that’s always trying to extract
water from the landscape, then temperature increases the sponginess,” he said.
As soils become drier, heat waves become more intense. That’s because the energy
in the atmosphere is no longer being used in evaporation but is just building up
heat. And as heat increases and soils — and, therefore, fuel for fires — dry out, the
risk grows, laying the foundation for the type of wild and destructive fires we are
now observing.
“That’s why, I think, you keep reading quotes from these firefighters who say they
are seeing fire behavior unlike anything they’ve seen before,” he said. “As we go out
in the future, in a world with this exponentially growing risk … we’re going to see
fires far different than we’ve seen before.”
He noted that fires are not unusual in California — they are an integral part of the
state’s history and landscape. Bad forest management, combined with human
behavior — intentional and unintentional starting of fires — have contributed to the
problem. But the effect of climate change is real and growing.
“We have seen the rapid warming of California summers really turbocharge the type
of conditions that are suitable for rapid growth of wildfires,” Hausfather said. “We
see fires growing from essentially nothing to a quarter of a million acres in one day.
And that’s because the conditions are ripe, and temperature plays a large role.”
John Abatzoglou, associate professor in the Department of Management of
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Complex Systems at UC Merced, agreed.
“What we are seeing play out does indeed have human fingerprints on it, including
those from climate change,” he said.
“We can see how warm and dry years catalyze these fires,” he said, adding, however,
that for fires to start, “they need to have ignitions. But the heat and dryness have
absolutely set the table for widespread fire activity.”

Dreadful air quality
It was no coincidence that ozone pollution levels in downtown Los Angeles spiked
to their highest levels since the mid-1990s on a day in which temperatures reached
an all-time high for the county, said Cesunica Ivey, an assistant professor of
chemical and environmental engineering at UC Riverside who studies air quality.
The global rise in temperatures observed over decades is also occurring locally, she
said, “and these frequently occurring heat waves, this upward trend in basin-wide
average temperature, is contributing to ozone exacerbation.”
Southern California regulators have seen decades of progress fighting smog stymied
in recent years by hotter weather and stronger, more persistent inversion layers
that trap pollution near the ground. Their efforts are being hindered by rising
temperatures from climate change, according to air quality experts.
That’s because hotter weather speeds up the photochemical reactions that turn
pollutants from vehicle tailpipes and other sources into ozone, the invisible, lungdamaging gas in summer smog. Studies show that ozone levels are about two parts
per billion higher than they would be without global warming.
What precisely is driving changes such as elevated smog levels can be hard to tease
out in the middle of an extreme event because so much is happening at once, with
multiple hazards piling on top of each other in a vicious feedback loop.
The recent heat spells, for instance, both fueled smog formation and led to power
outages. Gov. Gavin Newsom suspended air quality rules on power plants and other
polluters to ease strain on the grid, allowing more emissions to sully the air. The
COVID-19 pandemic has added an additional layer of complexity at a time when
Californians are trying to protect their homes, lungs and bodies from threats that
seem to be coming from all sides.
“When you add COVID, extreme heat, wildfires and air pollution all together,
they’re all detrimental to public health, and it just makes things worse,” said Yifang
Zhu, a professor of environmental health sciences at UCLA Fielding School of
Public Health who studies air pollution and its effects. “These stressors are
happening at the same time. So the impact is cumulative and maybe even
synergistic to each other.”
That cascading effect, in which one extreme compounds another, is a feature of
global warming that experts have long warned about.
Ivey, of UC Riverside, said she and other scientists aren’t surprised to see so many
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extremes hitting simultaneously, “but to see it playing out is scary.”
“It’s one of those moments where ozone converged with record acres burned and a
heat wave,” she said. “If the writing isn’t on the wall, then I don’t know what to tell
folks.”
Global warming is also fueling increases in wildfire pollution, a mix of soot particles
and gases that can fuel ozone formation and dramatically worsen smog. Those
added emissions are only going to get worse as the severity and frequency of fires
increases.
“People may not directly connect local air pollution to global climate change, but
they are intertwined,” said Zhu. “They are two sides of the same coin.”
What this year’s extreme heat, fire and air quality degradation is showing, said
Columbia’s Williams, is that we are, in a sense, blindly stepping off a cliff from a
world in which we could somewhat predict what was going to happen, based on
decades and centuries of data.
“We’re finding that we’ve lost complete control,” he said. “The baselines we’ve used
for decades no longer apply. There really isn’t a normal anymore.”
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t78D̀ÿD̀ÿU9WRRqÿWÿF9`FWP9GFÿFIÿ8IdÿbUqÿF89ÿh9E9FWFDIGÿD̀VÿDGÿF9UP`ÿIYÿ8IdÿXDaRqÿF89`9
YDU9`ÿ̀QU9Wbÿd89GÿF89qÿd9U9ÿDEGDF9bÿfqÿRDE8FGDGEVtÿ89ÿ̀WDbi
789ÿWPIXGFÿIYÿRWGbÿfXUG9bÿRW`Fÿd99ÿD̀ÿPIU9ÿF8WGÿF89ÿFIFWRÿfXUG9bÿDGÿWRRÿIYÿVÿWGb
PIU9ÿF8WGÿbIXfR9ÿF89ÿWPIXGFÿfXUG9bÿDGÿVÿWaaIUbDGEÿFIÿbWFWÿU9R9W`9bÿfqÿF89
HWRDYIUGDWÿw9QWUFP9GFÿIYÿTIU9`FUqÿWGbÿTDU9ÿUIF9aFDIGÿHWRÿTDU9i
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defghÿjklÿmdnÿopÿqfnrost

udgÿvo

789ÿABC9DÿEFÿGHIPCQHRÿSPCF9QÿTHCIÿEAÿI89ÿEUQ9DIÿDIHI9ÿTHCVÿBFÿWHUBAECFBHXÿYB̀ÿYHDBF
a9QbEEQDÿGIHI9ÿcHCVÿBFÿGHFIHÿWCPdÿWEPFIReÿfUHg9DÿQHgH`9Qÿ8BDIECBhÿSPBUQBF`DXÿI89
hHgT`CEPFQÿHFQÿiHUUÿEAÿI89ÿBFACHDICPhIPC9XiÿDHBQÿW8CBDIBF9ÿphpECCEbXÿHÿDTEV9DbEgHF
bBI8ÿWHUÿfBC9eÿqIÿbHDFrIÿVFEbFÿb89I89CÿC9QbEEQÿIC99Dÿb9C9ÿ9F`PUA9Qe
789ÿSUHd9DÿI8C9HI9FÿIEÿEPITHh9ÿI89ÿDIHI9rDÿHSBUBIRÿIEÿC9DTEFQeÿs9HCURÿHUUÿEAÿWHUÿfBC9rDÿhC9bD
HC9ÿBFÿI89ÿAB9UQXÿbBI8ÿDEg9ÿbECVBF`ÿtuv8EPCÿD8BAIDeÿwC9`EFXÿxHD8BF`IEFXÿs9yHQHXÿs9b
p9BhEXÿ79HDÿHFQÿEI89CÿDIHI9DÿD9FIÿABC9AB̀8I9CDXÿ9PBTg9FIÿECÿSEI8eÿwAABhBHUDÿDHBQÿgEC9
I8HFÿXÿABC9ÿT9CDEFF9Uÿb9C9ÿEFÿI89ÿDh9F9e
a7qGps7

ix9ÿ8Hy9ÿgEC9ÿT9ETU9XÿSPIÿBIrDÿFEIÿ9FEP`8Xiÿs9bDEgÿDHBQÿHIÿHÿfCBQHRÿF9bDÿhEFA9C9Fh9e
ix9ÿ8Hy9ÿgEC9ÿHBCÿDPTTECIXÿSPIÿBIrDÿFEIÿ9FEP`8ei

wxyxz{ÿ}~wxÿ{wzz
fBC9Dÿ9CPTI9QÿS9`BFFBF`ÿP`eÿÿb89FÿgEC9ÿI8HFÿXuÿUB̀8IFBF`ÿDICBV9Dÿ8BIÿI89ÿSHVBF`
UHFQDhHT9ÿbBI8BFÿtuÿ8EPCDe
78ED9ÿhHg9ÿiI89ÿ9HhIÿb99VÿI8HIÿb9ÿb9C9ÿ9T9CB9FhBF`ÿDEg9ÿEAÿI89ÿ8EII9DIÿI9gT9CHIPC9D
9y9CÿC9hECQ9QÿBFÿ8PgHFÿ8BDIECRXÿvQ9`C99ÿI9gT9CHIPC9DÿBFÿI89ÿDEPI89CFÿTHCIÿEAÿI89
DIHI9Xiÿs9bDEgÿDHBQeÿqIÿbHDÿigHRS9ÿI89ÿ8EII9DIÿgEQ9CFÿC9hECQ9QÿI9gT9CHIPC9ÿBFÿI89
8BDIECRÿEAÿI89ÿbECUQXiÿ89ÿDHBQe
9ÿbHDÿC9A9CCBF`ÿIEÿI89ÿI9gT9CHIPC9ÿEAÿÿQ9`C99DÿfH8C9F89BIÿEFÿP`eÿÿBFÿ9HI8
HUU9RXÿHÿ8B̀8ÿFEIÿC9Hh89QÿEFÿHCI8ÿBFÿÿR9HCDeÿ789ÿ8B̀89DIÿI9gT9CHIPC9ÿ9y9CÿC9hECQ9Q
EFÿI89ÿTUHF9IÿBDÿÿfH8C9F89BIeÿqIÿbHDÿC9Hh89QÿBFÿÿBFÿ9HI8ÿHUU9ReÿqIDÿHhhPCHhRÿBD
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789@ABC7ÿEFÿ9GHCÿGE9CIPCI9ÿECQRA9CÿBSCICÿTR9ÿRÿURQVÿGWÿHG7CIXÿBCQSXGUGYF
`abcdefghcigpÿqAYrÿstur
qUBGYCBSCIpÿHGICÿBSRXÿsvpwwwÿU8YSBX8XYÿ9BI8VC9ÿS8BÿxRU8WGIX8RÿUR9BÿTCCVpÿ8YX8B8XYÿGPCIÿyww
W8IC9rÿ8ICW8YSBCI9ÿVXGQVC7ÿ7GTXÿ9HRUUCIÿGXC9pÿEABÿGBSCI9ÿHCIYC7ÿ8XBGÿHRGIÿQGH@UC
W8IC9r
q dded

SCÿTCCVÿTR9ÿW8UUC7ÿT8BSÿSGIIGIÿ9BGI8C9ÿRX7ÿSCIG8QÿCWWGIB9rÿGUAXBCCI9ÿSCU@C7ÿCPRQARBC
9CX8GIÿQ8B8CX9ÿWIGHÿRÿRQRP8UUCÿICB8ICHCXBÿSGHCÿ8XÿBSCÿH877UCÿGWÿBSCÿX8YSBÿR9ÿRÿW8IC
IRQC7ÿBGTRI7ÿBSCÿWRQ8U8BFrÿBSCI9ÿSCU@C7ÿIC9QACÿ7GCX9ÿRX7ÿ7GCX9ÿGWÿ8X78P87ARU9ÿT8BS
8XBCUUCQBARUÿ789RE8U8B8C9ÿ8XÿRXBRÿxURIRpÿCT9GHÿ9R87r
AX7IC79ÿ9RTÿBSC8IÿSGHC9ÿ7C9BIGFC7r
AC97RFÿX8YSBÿTSCXÿÿTCXBÿBGÿEC7pÿÿSR7ÿRÿECRAB8WAUÿSGHCÿGXÿRÿECRAB8WAUÿIRXQSpÿRXV
RX9GXpÿtspÿGWÿRQRP8UUCpÿBGU7ÿBSCÿq99GQ8RBC7ÿIC99rÿFÿC7XC97RFÿX8YSBpÿÿSRPCÿXGBS8XY
EABÿRÿEAXQSÿGWÿR9SC9r
BRBCÿq99CHEUFTGHRXÿxCQ8U8RÿqYA8RIxAIIFpÿTSGÿIC@IC9CXB9ÿBSCÿR@RÿT8XCÿICY8GXpÿ9R87
RBÿRÿXCT9ÿQGXWCICXQCÿI87RFÿBSRBÿ9SCÿSR9ÿSRUWÿRÿ7GCXÿICRUUFÿYGG7ÿWI8CX79ÿTSGÿ7GXBÿSRPC
RÿSGHCÿI8YSBÿXGTr
SCÿqHCI8QRXÿC7ÿxIG99pÿTRIFÿGWÿBSCÿQGIGXRP8IA9ÿ@RX7CH8Qpÿ@ABÿ9GHCÿ9AIP8PGI9ÿ8XÿSGBCU
IGGH9ÿ9GÿBSCFÿQGAU7ÿECÿ9C@RIRBC7ÿWIGHÿGBSCIÿCPRQACC9pÿ9R87ÿ8HÿAIX9pÿRÿC7ÿxIG99
9@GVC9HRXrÿBSCI9ÿTCXBÿBGÿCPRQARB8GXÿ9SCUBCI9ÿTSCICÿ@IGBGQGU9ÿTCICÿ8Xÿ@URQCÿBGÿVCC@
@CG@UCÿ9@RQC7ÿGABrÿSCÿC7ÿxIG99ÿTR9ÿRU9GÿBRUV8XYÿBGÿQGUUCYC9ÿBGÿ9CCÿTSCBSCIÿ7GIH
IGGH9ÿTCICÿRPR8UREUCr
q dded
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789ÿABC9DÿDE9FGÿHICPDDÿ89HQBRSÿFPFTRHG9UÿIBGB9DÿG8HGÿ8HQ9ÿ9VUTC9UÿWHXPCÿABC9DÿBVÿC9I9VG
S9HCDYÿ̀TDHVÿaPCBVbÿHÿ̀PVPWHÿcPTVGSÿDTF9CQBDPCbÿRPDGÿ89Cÿ8PW9ÿBVÿG89ÿdefgÿ7ThhDÿiBC9b
HÿhRHp9ÿG8HGÿqBRR9UÿddÿF9PFR9Yÿ̀89ÿhTBRGÿHÿV9Eÿ8PTD9ÿBVÿG89ÿDHW9ÿRPIHGBPVrÿPVÿiCBUHSbÿD89
APTVUÿHD89DÿPVÿ89CÿFHGBPÿACPWÿHÿV9HChSÿABC9DGPCWY
stGÿXTDGÿD99WDÿDPÿG9CCBASBVuRSÿAHWBRBHCbsÿaPCBVÿDHBUÿHDÿD89ÿGCHQ9R9UÿGPÿvHq9ÿ7H8P9ÿGPÿ9DIHF9
G89ÿDWPq9ÿHVUÿWHS89WYÿs78BDÿBDÿVPEÿG89ÿG8BCUÿWHXPCÿABC9ÿBVÿAPTCÿS9HCDYÿw9ÿHC9ÿhHGGR9x
E9HCSYs

jklmnopÿjrsspjolrsÿtjuvolslwpx
`EHBVÿEBG8ÿycvÿHVUÿPG89CÿDIB9VGBDGDÿ9HCRB9CÿG8BDÿS9HCÿFThRBD89UÿHÿDGTUSÿG8HGÿDHBU
IRBWHG9ÿI8HVu9ÿ8HDÿUPThR9UÿG89ÿVTWh9CÿPAÿ9GC9W9xCBDqÿUHSDÿAPCÿcHRBAPCVBHÿEBRUABC9DY
tGÿDHBUÿG9WF9CHGTC9DÿDGHG9EBU9ÿCPD9ÿfYÿU9uC99DÿiH8C9V89BGÿDBVI9ÿfebÿE8BR9
FC9IBFBGHGBPVÿUCPFF9Uÿe Yÿ78HGÿUPThR9UÿG89ÿVTWh9CÿPAÿHTGTWVÿUHSDÿG8HGÿPAA9Cÿ9GC9W9
IPVUBGBPVDÿAPCÿG89ÿBuVBGBPVÿPAÿEBRUABC9DÿbÿFCBRÿY
789ÿ89HGÿBDÿ9F9IG9UÿGPÿu9GÿEPCD9ÿEBG8ÿGBW9YÿcRBWHG9ÿWPU9RDÿ9DGBWHG9ÿG8HGÿHQ9CHu9ÿDGHG9
G9WF9CHGTC9DÿEBRRÿIRBWhÿÿU9uC99DÿiH8C9V89BGÿhSÿdeeÿTVR9DDÿG89ÿEPCRUÿWHq9DÿD8HCF
ITGDÿBVÿuC99V8PTD9ÿuHDÿ9WBDDBPVDbÿDHBUÿBI8H9Rÿw98V9CbÿHÿD9VBPCÿDIB9VGBDGÿHGÿvHEC9VI9
9Cq9R9SÿdHGBPVHRÿvHhPCHGPCSY
eQ9VÿEBG8ÿ9WBDDBPVDÿITGDbÿHQ9CHu9ÿG9WF9CHGTC9DÿEPTRUÿCBD9ÿdÿU9uC99DÿhSÿWBUI9VGTCSbÿ89
DHBUY
fPVÿg99R9SbÿHÿD9VBPCÿDIB9VGBDGÿHGÿG89ÿyỲYÿa9PRPuBIHRÿ̀TCQ9Sÿw9DG9CVÿeIPRPuBIHRÿh9D9HCI8
c9VG9CbÿHCuT9UÿG8HGÿG89ÿDGTUSÿACPWÿ̀EHBVÿHVUÿPG89CDÿAHBR9UÿGPÿD8PEÿG8HGÿ8PGG9C
G9WF9CHGTC9DÿHC9ÿUCBQBVuÿEBRUABC9DY
s`8PEÿTDÿUHGHÿG8HGÿD8PEDÿG8HGÿR9Q9RÿPAÿG9WF9CHGTC9ÿBVIC9HD9ÿBDÿHIGTHRRSÿHDDPIBHG9UÿEBG8
BVIC9HD9UÿABC9ÿHIGBQBGSbsÿg99R9SÿDHBUYÿs789SÿUPViGÿD8PEÿG8HGYs
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78898@ÿBCC8CDÿEF8ÿGHIPQÿQGÿR8ÿSHTPÿSGU8ÿTGVT8UV8CÿWXQPÿXIVXQXGVÿYGHUT8YÿQPBVÿBÿ̀aÿQG
baC8IU88ÿTPBVI8ÿXVÿQ8Sc8UBQHU8dE
eÿRXIÿTGVQUXRHQGUÿQGÿ9BUI8ÿfB9XgGUVXBÿgXU8YÿXYÿQPBQÿQP8ÿYQBQ8ÿPBYÿgGTHY8CÿGVÿ8hQXVIHXYPXVI
R9Bi8YÿgGUÿBRGHQÿBÿT8VQHU@ÿUBQP8UÿQPBVÿB99GWXVIÿgGUÿTGVQUG998CÿRHUVYDÿP8ÿYBXCdÿpPBQÿPBY
TBHY8CÿC8BCÿq8I8QBQXGVÿQGÿBTTHSH9BQ8d
pUHScÿPBYÿBTTHY8CÿfB9XgGUVXBÿGgÿgBX9XVIÿQGÿEYW88cEÿXQYÿgGU8YQYDÿWPXTPÿP8ÿPBYÿ9XVr8CÿQG
gXU8YÿXVÿQP8ÿYQBQ8d
78898@ÿYBXCÿQPBQÿEW8ÿCGVsQÿYW88cÿgGU8YQYÿP8U8ÿXVÿQP8ÿtdudDÿRHQÿWPBQÿW8ÿCGÿXYÿcU8YTUXcQXGV
RHUVXVIdÿdddÿvQsYÿcGQ8VQXB99@ÿQP8ÿYBS8ÿQPXVIdÿvQsYÿSGCXg@XVIÿQP8ÿgH89YÿcUXGUÿQGÿBÿgXU8dE
uWBXVDÿQP8ÿtfweÿT9XSBQ8ÿYTX8VQXYQDÿYBXCÿI9GRB9ÿWBUSXVIÿXYÿBgg8TQXVIÿPGWÿRXIÿgXU8YÿI8QÿBVC
PGWÿgBYQÿQP8@ÿSGq8d
EFPBQÿPBcc8VYÿWP8VÿQP8@ÿYQBUQÿRHUVXVIDÿWPBQÿXYÿQP8ÿTPBUBTQ8UÿGgÿQPGY8ÿgXU8YDÿBVCÿXYÿXQ
TPBVIXVIxEÿuWBXVÿBYr8CdÿEpP8ÿBVYW8UÿXYÿ@8YdE
yÿÿÿÿÿÿÿdÿÿeÿf
gehÿÿÿhfÿÿeÿÿÿddd
ijklmÿmopÿilmokqrst

uvvwÿyzÿ{|}~wv
wwvÿu}w

ÿÿÿÿÿÿÿÿ
ÿÿ ÿÿÿ¡ÿÿÿ¢
¢ÿ¢£ÿÿ¤¥ ÿ¦ÿ§ÿ¤ÿÿ¢
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787ÿ@ABC
DAEAFGÿHIGPEQAC

RSTUVWXÿR`VabXÿcVdÿRVefXÿcghXÿiWghUfÿWgÿpVqTrSdÿsaWXafTtduÿvfÿwXSWVÿwTr
xyiyÿTarÿVarÿigSVhÿsafWVSSVWTgaÿvhXÿiUVf`TabÿpXghrfuÿeWÿW`XÿhXarÿcVdÿgWÿVfW
gafÿsaWXhaVSÿSVafÿpXXVSÿpTfTabÿRÿUTffTgaf

ÿ deÿfg
h 7ijkj@7

lmnoÿqmrsntuÿvwxxyzÿq{|}~ÿ|nrsxÿ~xwzxsoÿxnsuÿÿomxÿnsyxr
ÿ̀gehÿVbgÿÿwVTrÿRdhVagfTÿVarÿVWehXÿUVbVTaX
kjh H7

qrnoxÿqmnsxÿnzÿqnuxÿxÿvouÿoÿnwryzÿ}soxsurzÿuÿ~xonÿ~ry
ÿ̀gehÿVbgÿÿR`XSfXVÿVhXdÿVarÿÿXf
@HDHÿijH7D

ÿssrsÿruoÿÿxy xnrsÿnonÿ~runuoxuÿrsÿ
ÿ̀gehfÿVbgÿÿvarhXVÿ`gUqfga
 jk¡ÿ8ÿ7¢jk

{sÿ£x¤xÿ¥ÿ|oxÿoÿ¦syÿoonuÿsÿvrxsx
§ÿ̀gehfÿVbgÿÿÿwspiÿ̈ÿqTaTga
 jk¡ÿ8ÿ7¢jk
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6789@AÿCÿ67D9AEÿFGHIPQ
RSG98
F@7TTÿ6GGU
REd7@8IT7
aRÿX9T8GUÿb7EIY
e7@UTÿGDÿ̀T7

VRWT
XGA8YP8ÿ̀T
aI87ÿbYc
F@IdYPQÿFGHIPQ
XYHIDG@AIYÿXGAT9U7@ÿF@IdYPQÿa8Y87U7A8
`T7ÿGDÿPGGfI7TghGÿAG8ÿT7HHÿUQÿEY8Y
iA87@AY8IGAYHÿpEI8IGAT

aPI7A8IqPÿRU7@IPYAÿITÿcY@8ÿGDÿac@IAr7@ÿsY89@7tÿuvIPvÿGuATÿG@ÿvYTÿPGUU7@PIYHÿ@7HY8IGATÿuI8vÿ8vG9TYAETÿGDÿTPI7A8IqPÿc9SHIPY8IGATÿwUYAQ
GDÿ8v7UÿPYAÿS7ÿDG9AEÿY8ÿuuuxTc@IAr7@AY89@7xPGUg9TyxÿaPI7A8IqPÿRU7@IPYAÿUYIA8YIATÿYÿT8@IP8ÿcGHIPQÿGDÿ7EI8G@IYHÿIAE7c7AE7AP7ÿIA
@7cG@8IArÿE7d7HGcU7A8TÿIAÿTPI7AP7ÿ8GÿG9@ÿ@7YE7@Tx
ÿÿ  ÿ ÿÿÿÿÿdÿ ÿ e
ffÿgÿe
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https://www.fire.ca.gov/incidents/2020/

2020 Incident Archive
A summary of all 2020 incidents, including those managed by Cal Fire and other partner agencies.

4,040,935 Acres

8,320 Incidents

8 Fatalities

5,495 Structures

Estimated Acres Burned

Number of Incidents

Confirmed Loss of Life

Structures Damaged or Destroyed

2020 Incidents
Name

Start Date

Counties

Acres

Containment

Fields Fire

10/6/2020

Yuba

56

100%

Lambert Fire

10/4/2020

Amador

21

100%

Pony Fire

10/3/2020

Sacramento

20

100%

Copper Fire

9/30/2020

Amador

48

100%

Candy Fire

9/29/2020

Riverside

227

100%

Martindale Fire

9/28/2020

Los Angeles

230

100%

Zogg Fire

9/27/2020

Shasta

56,338

95%

Glass Fire

9/27/2020

Napa and Sonoma

67,484

74%

Wolf Fire

9/22/2020

Mariposa

Snow Fire

9/17/2020

Riverside

10/9/2020, 10:11 AM
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https://www.fire.ca.gov/incidents/2020/

2020 Fire Season
While wildfires are a natural part of California’s landscape, the fire season in California and across the West is starting earlier and
ending later each year. Climate change is considered a key driver of this trend. Warmer spring and summer temperatures, reduced
snowpack, and earlier spring snowmelt create longer and more intense dry seasons that increase moisture stress on vegetation and
make forests more susceptible to severe wildfire. The length of fire season is estimated to have increased by 75 days across the
Sierras and seems to correspond with an increase in the extent of forest fires across the state.

Search our Incident Database
Search by Incident Name, Year, County or Keyword
Annual Fire Season Pages
ACTIVE 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013
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Slink Fire now at 14,200 acres, expected to burn
well into October, officials say

Friday, 8:30 a.m. update:
The Slink Fire grew to more than 14,000 acres by Thursday evening as crews worked to
prevent its spread east toward US 395. The west side of the fire remains active.
However, US 395 has reopened, and evacuation orders have been lifted for the area
between Cunningham Lane and the town of Walker.
The Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest has closed campgrounds, trails and roads in the
area, and the Bureau of Land Management has closed BLM-managed public lands in
Antelope Valley, Little Antelope Valley and Slinkard Valley due to fire suppression efforts.
Original story:
The towns of Coleville and Walker remain under evacuation orders as the Slink Fire
continues to burn mostly unchecked just south of Topaz Lake.
The fire was reported about 6 p.m. Aug. 29 and has grown to 8,300 acres and is just 5
percent contained, as of Tuesday morning.
It was started by a lightning strike in the Slinkard Valley southwest of Topaz and two miles
west of Coleville. The fire is burning pinyon juniper, sage and grass.
At about 3 p.m. Sunday the fire made a “substantial run” toward Walker and Coleville,
according to the Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest.
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Evacuation orders are in effect from Cunningham Lane north of Coleville to the town of
Walker. Highway 395 is closed from Topaz Lane north of Coleville to Eastside Lane in
Walker.

Evacuees can coordinate with the Red Cross at the Topaz Lodge.
The fire is burning on the Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest, Carson-Iceberg Wilderness,
Bureau of Land Management land and private land.
A dry cold front is expected to bring gusty winds and much lower humidity to the area,
pushing the fire into steep and inaccessible terrain.
Nevada fire map:Track current fires burning across state, nearby states in real-time
There are 249 personnel working on the fire. It has an estimated containment date of Oct.
20, according to the Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest
Despite the fire, Reno’s air quality is expected to remain in the healthy range through
Labor Day weekend.
According to IQAir, Reno’s air quality will remain “good” through Wednesday before
creeping up to “moderate.” The air quality is expected to remain moderate through
Sunday.
Amy Alonzo covers the outdoors, recreation and environment for Nevada and Lake
Tahoe. Reach her at aalonzo@gannett.com or (775) 741-8588. Here's how you can
support ongoing coverage and local journalism.
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Town of Mammoth Lakes
CREEK FIRE INFORMATION & RESOUIRCES:
MONO COUNTY CREEK FIRE WEBSITE FOR LOCAL RESOURCES
AND INFORMATION - CLICK HERE
Mono County Creek Fire Presentation and Community
Conversation at 7:00pm on Tuesday, September 29.
The Sierra National Forest hosts Incident Briefings every second day at
7:00pm via Facebook Live: https://www.facebook.com/SierraNF/
Creek Fire Incident Information (CalFire)
Creek Fire Incident Management System (Inciweb)
Creek Fire updates - Sierra National Forest Facebook page / Twitter page
Mono County Preparedness Portal - Wildfire/Air Quality Interactive Map
Town Website (News Flash section)
Mono County - Code Red Alert System
Air Quality – Great Basin Unified Pollution Control District / Air Now
CalFIRE - Wildfire Preparedness page

September 13 - 4:00PM
The Quick Facts:
Frank Frievalt, Fire Chief, Mammoth Lakes Fire Protection District
Presently, the Creek Fire continues to be the closest large fire to Mammoth
Lakes. The smoke earlier this morning was more from the Castle Fire on the
Sequoia to our south, however, current conditions are largely due to the Creek
Fire.
There is no current or projected evacuation order for the Town of Mammoth
Lakes at this time.
The fires “edge” is roughly 16 miles from Town.
Two smaller fires in the region have been contained.
As discussed in the previous press release, there are several decision points
for the incident that involve actions in our area. The first was reached the
evening of September 11. The action includes some initial structure protection
mitigation for the Reds Meadow and Devils Post Pile area that began on
September 12 and will take several days to complete. The Mammoth Lakes
Fire Protection District continues to work closely with the public and private
facilities in that area.
The Creek Fire Incident Management Team will be releasing other decision
points when appropriate and will inform the Town of Mammoth Lakes and
Mammoth Lakes Fire Protection District.
We have tentatively planned a Community Conversation for the Creek Fire
(similar to the COVID19 Community Conversations) on Tuesday evening at
7:00 p.m. via Zoom – stay tuned for details on the Town website.
Please continue to keep aware of the current and forecasted weather, as well
as using the primary information sources available for this incident through
the links provided. This is the best way for you to access timely and accurate
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information. The Town of Mammoth Lakes Public Information Officer is
directly involved in the incident public information meetings. The Creek Fire
Incident has provided two public information officers here in Mammoth
Lakes to assist with information outreach.
While we will attempt to provide an elevated level of information on social
media while the Creek Fire is impacting us, please use the authoritative
sources below for the most accurate and up to date information.

September 10 - 7:30PM
Pancho Smith, Inyo National Forest Acting Forest Supervisor
The Inyo National Forest is working closely with the Town of Mammoth Lakes,
Mammoth Lakes Fire Protection District, Mammoth Lakes Police Department and
Mono County Sheriff’s office, and the Creek Fire Incident Management Team
(IMT). The team is fully aware that Reds Meadow/ Lakes Basin/ Town of
Mammoth Lakes is to the east of the fire. As you know this fire has demonstrated
significant growth and we take its potential very seriously. The Inyo National Forest
is developing a plan with the IMT if wildfire suppression response is needed. The
proactive planning that has already taken place is the establishment of
Management Action Points (MAPs) or trigger points between the fire and our
community. These points will determine our actions such as notification, need for
prepping areas, establishment of contingency fire lines and other actions. These
actions will take place long before the fire gets to us. These MAPS are set to give the
firefighters plenty of time to begin the efforts they need to slow the fire spread in
addition to ensuring the safety of our first responders and firefighters. We are
committed to the safety of our communities and neighbors.
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At least 29 killed in Paradise and surrounding towns, some in cars in CA...

https://www.sacbee.com/news/california/fires/article221407060.html

Updated: ‘We’re not going to die like this’: Twenty-nine
confirmed fatalities in California’s most destructive fire
By Representative Jonathan Stickland

'It is never OK to target personal homes or businesses': Texas state Rep.
Jonathan Stickland
State Rep. Jonathan Stickland, a Ron Paul-style libertarian Republican from Bedford, was
announced that his bill legalizing permitless carry was “dead.”
Up Next
Ariana Grande reunites NSYNC for Coachella performance

State Rep. Jonathan Stickland, a Ron Paul-style libertarian Republican from Bedford, was
announced that his bill legalizing permitless carry was “dead.” By Representative Jonathan
Stickland
After a night of chaos and fear, the fast-moving Camp Fire in Butte County settled down Friday as winds
calmed.
But the new day brought gruesome discoveries and a grim new record. As of late Friday, officials said nine
people had been killed, and more than 6,700 buildings – the vast majority of them homes – had been
destroyed in Butte County, making the Camp Fire the most destructive blaze in state history. By Sunday,
the tally of dead had risen to twenty-nine with the expectation more victims would be found — leaving it
tied with the 1933 Griffith Fire as the state’s most deadly wildfire.
In five days, the fire has reached 111,000 acres. Fire containment is at 25 percent.
Four as yet unidentified fire victims were found burned in the husks of their cars near Edgewood Lane, a
narrow dead-end street in Paradise, and a fifth body was found on the ground on Edgewood. Cars
windows there were wrapped in law enforcement crime scene tape Friday, with their wheels melted into
the asphalt and sagging electrical wires hanging overhead.
All down the one-mile length of Edgewood, former homes and trailers smoldered in ruins.
The victims apparently were trapped or overtaken by the speeding fire while trying to evacuate during a
frantic few hours Thursday night when roads became choked and some residents abandoned gridlocked
cars to flee on foot.
“The preliminary investigation revealed that the victims were located in vehicles that were overcome by
the Camp Fire,” the Butte County Sheriff’s Office said in a statement earlier in the day. “Due to the burn
injuries, identification could not be immediately made.“
One resident of the street, who barely escaped, said her family’s car and those of neighbors’ were jammed
“like sitting ducks” as the fire bore down through the black night.
Savannah Rauscher said she got a reverse 911 call ordering her to evacuate her Edgewood Lane home at
8:30 a.m. Outside, embers and dust were already flying.
“We saw a wall of fire,” she said. “Trees were glowing 50 yards away and it was probably moving like 10
yards every couple minutes. ... It was moving so quickly and there’s cars as far as I can see. I had no idea it
could be that fast.”
Feeling the heat from the flames, Rauscher’s husband pulled out of the line of cars, cutting into what
would have been the oncoming traffic lane. “I thought, ‘We’re going to die,’ and my husband said, ‘No,
we’re not going to die like this.”
She rolled the window down, waving and yelling, prompting other cars to follow suit. “When we got to
Pearson (Road), nobody had any clue, it’s right there, it’s coming like a freight train.”
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On Friday, she checked satellite images of the neighborhood and saw “a ball of fire” where their house
once was.

Camp Fire in Butte County
Red circles on this live-updating map are actively burning areas, as detected by satellite. Orange circles have
burned in the past 12 to 24 hours, and yellow circles have burned within the past 48 hours. Yellow areas
represent the fire perimeter.

Source: National Interagency Fire Center
Four more deaths were confirmed in Paradise on Friday evening by the Butte County Sheriff’s Office.
Three were found on the ground outside of residences, and one was found in a residence. The department
said it had no further details about those fatalities. Three firefighters were reported injured as well, and
first responders were searching for more victims.
Butte County Sheriff Kory Honea said feared he would have to report more. “I fear it will be my duty to
continue to update these figures,” he said.
An estimated 80 percent of the town of Paradise was gone, wiped out by flames in one night, the town
mayor said.
Fire officials have not disclosed a cause. However, PG&E submitted a report Thursday to the California
Public Utilities Commission about an outage at a 115-kilovolt line on Pulga Road in Butte County at 6:15
a.m. that day, and noted that the site was near the Camp Fire.
In a public statement, PG&E wrote: “The cause of the Camp Fire has not yet been determined. PG&E has
provided an initial electric incident report to the (PUC). The information provided in this report is
preliminary and PG&E will fully cooperate with any investigations.”
The fire, which began about 6:30 a.m. Thursday, cut a large swath through the center of Paradise and
nearby Magalia Thursday night and early Friday before making a brief run toward Chico.
The unofficial initial count of 6,713 destroyed structures vaulted the blaze to first on the state’s list of most
destructive fires. Of those, 6,453 were homes. That tops the Tubbs Fire that burned more than 5,600
buildings in Sonoma, Napa and Lake counties in 2017, including in the city of Santa Rosa.
Paradise Mayor Jody Jones estimated “80 to 90 percent of the homes are gone.” She said most of the
businesses on the town’s commercial corridors were also destroyed. Two of the three grocery stores
burned to the ground.
Asked if she expected the death toll to rise, Jones said, “I think we have to be prepared for that. There
were people who refused to leave.”
The six reported deaths puts the Camp Fire among the 20 deadliest fires in California modern history,
according to Cal Fire. The worst was the Griffith Fire in Los Angeles in 1933, when 29 died.
After quadrupling in size to 70,000 acres on Friday morning, the fire jumped another 20,000 acres during
the day and remains largely uncontrolled.
The blaze continued to burn in the Jarbo Gap area Friday. Caltrans shut down Highway 99 south of Chico
and north of the junction with Highway 149. But Cal Fire officials said dwindling winds slowed the fire’s
movement and allowed firefighters a chance to establish fire lines and make assaults.
“Firefighters are taking advantage of the break in the wind to aggressively go after the fire,” Cal Fire
spokeswoman Cheryl Buliavac said.
Wind speeds are expected to remain low through Saturday evening, but National Weather Service officials
say they could kick up again Saturday night and continue through Monday, with gusts up to 30 miles per
hour, prompting the agency to issue a fire weather watch.
While Friday was largely calm, residents of Paradise described Thursday evening as something akin to hell
on earth. Mark Ghilarducci, California Office of Emergency Services director, on scene Friday, expressed
awe at the devastation.
“The magnitude of the destruction we’re seeing is really unbelievable and heartbreaking,” Ghilarducci
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said.
The fire torched homes and businesses and burned down the Paradise welcome sign. The Butte College
police chief’s home was among those destroyed. In the nearby hamlet of Magalia, where residents were
rousted an evacuated after midnight, little was left Friday but a heavy haze of smoke.
Honea addressed the difficulty in evacuating Magalia, saying at points deputies were going door to door
telling people to evacuate.
“There were also times where we didn’t have time to do that,” he said.
Evacuation orders were issued through reverse 911, but some people on social media have reported not
getting any warning as flames from the Camp Fire roared toward their homes.
Lorrie Ballard, whose in-laws live in Magalia, said they didn’t know they had to evacuate until they saw a
red glow behind their house and the fire inching closer Thursday morning.
Steve and Annette Sawyer, 80, said they got a call warning of the possibility of evacuation but were never
told to leave.
As the flames approached, the couple got in their car and turned south on Skyway, heading unknowingly
toward the fire. When they ran into the flames two blocks from their house, they turned around and
headed north, picking up a man and his dog whose car was low on gas, Ballard said. The couple used a
logging road to get out of the area.
Active firefighting in Magalia was ongoing Friday and would be the focus going into Saturday, said Josh
Bischof, operations branch director for CalFire.
From Edgewood Lane, Alphonse Sperske was another of the lucky residents to escape at the last minute.
His daughter, Ann Sperske, a Martinez resident, said her father lived at a senior community mobile home
park near the only entrance and exit to Edgewood Lane, off of Pearson Road.
By the time he left his house by car, the house across the street was already on fire.
“There was no other way out, there’s no back road,” Sperske said. “He barely made it out.” she said.
At the Oroville evacuation center on Friday, Gaynell McPhearson, 79, there with his wife Carol and two
dogs, said he wasn’t sure about the fate of the house he had built on a ridge to watch the sun rise and set.
“The structure that I built may not be there, but my home is still there,” he said. “My home is still there.”
This story was updated Nov. 12 at 7 a.m. to reflect new fatalities and the size of the fire.
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Charred vehicles sit on Pearson Road in Paradise, where at least 48 people were killed by the
Camp Fire. Hector Amezcua hamezcua@sacbee.com
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MONO LAKE
C O M M I T T E E
P.O. Box 29
Hwy 395 and Third Street
Lee Vining, CA 93541
Phone (760) 647-6595
Fax (760) 647-6377
Board of Directors
Chair:
Sally Gaines
Martha Davis
Vireo Gaines
David Kanner
Gina Radieve
Tom Soto
Sherryl Taylor
Doug Virtue
Kristine Zeigler
Directors Emeriti
Helen Green
Ed Grosswiler
Richard Lehman

October 6, 2020
Via email to mdraper@mono.ca.gov
Michael Draper
Mono County Community Development Department
PO Box 347
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546

Executive Director
Geoffrey McQuilkin

Re: Comments on the Description of Alternative 7 and Concept Site Plan and
Landscape Concept Plan

Southern California
Office
1718 Wellesley Ave
Los Angeles, CA
90025-3634

Dear Mr. Draper,

On the Internet
monolake.org
monobasinresearch.org

The Mono Lake Committee (MLC) is writing to comment on the Tioga Inn
revised “Alt #7 Housing Concept Site Plan” and “Landscape Concept Plan”
released to the public on September 29, 2020.
Since the Notice of Preparation phase of the Tioga Inn project in 2016 and
continuing through the Draft Subsequent Environmental Impact Report and the
Final, MLC has commented on the potential impacts and urged for mitigations
that consider the Mono Basin community, Mono County residents, and future
visitors to Mono Lake. The scenic grandeur of the Mono Basin is one of the
wonders of California and the world, and this project continues to elude the
implementation of measurable visual criteria for reducing or eliminating
significant, adverse impacts to aesthetics, light, and glare.
While multiple project changes have occurred leading to the latest revised Alt #7
Housing Concept Site Plan and Landscape Concept Plan, the project proposal
fails to provide specific, measurable screening criteria for mitigating aesthetic and
visual impacts to visitors that frequent high-value recreation sites within the
Mono Basin National Forest Scenic Area and the Mono Lake Tufa State Natural
Reserve.
The new Landscape Concept Plan, which has been modified from the earlier
Screening Tree Plan and is incorrectly identified as Attachment 4 (it appears to be
Attachment 2 in Narrative Description), falls short of providing meaningful
screening measures. The near absence of native Eastern Sierra tree species
appropriate to the elevation and locale, introduces questions regarding the ability
of a non-native forest to successfully thrive. Only one identified species, Quaking
Aspen, is known to successfully inhabit the Mono Basin at the project elevation

and aspect. While Limber Pine and Ponderosa are native to the Sierra Nevada,
only Limber Pine occurs in the Mono Basin, and its occurrence is sparse at
elevations above 9,000 feet. Colorado Spruce, Austrian Pine, and White Birch are
not native to the Sierra Nevada nor the Mono Basin and these trees will, in a
concentrated, urban forest arrangement, offer a significant contrast to the
surrounding Mono Basin landscape flora. This concentrated planting of a nonnative forest has no historical precedence and will have an unknown impacts on
wildlife—from insects to birds to mammals. We urge the plan to specify only tree
species native to the Eastern Sierra, as originally identified in the Screening Tree
Plan.
Mitigating visual impacts
As MLC has stated in previous comments, visual impact mitigations should
provide clearly stated performance criteria to ensure that the mitigation purpose is
accomplished. Mitigation Measure 5.12(a,b-2) (Visual Screening & Landscaping)
does not define “screening efficacy,” nor are there measurable, objective
standards for the “visual analysis expectation.” There is no reference to the
“visual analysis expectation” in the Narrative Description or in prior project
documents. While the mitigation measure suggests that some goal may be in
place to screen project walls, windows, and roofs, that goal is not clearly
articulated and the offsite locations from which “screening efficacy” may be
judged are not identified.
MLC recommends the following mitigation language to solve these shortcomings
in Mitigation Measure 5.12(a,b-2):
None of the housing structures or parking areas shall be visible from
public vantage points including (1) the shore of Mono Lake at South Tufa,
(2) Navy Beach, (3) from the top of Panum Crater, and (4) US 395
between the junction of Hwy 120 W and Test Station Rd, and (5) the
Mono Lake Tufa State Natural Reserve boardwalk at Mono Lake County
Park. A housing structure or parking area is “visible” if an individual can
see any part of the buildings or parked vehicles or any reflection, glare, or
other light from the housing or moving and parked vehicles at any time.
County staff shall monitor compliance with this mitigation measure by
conducting visual inspections from each of the public vantage points
listed above at least four times per year, at least once per quarter. At least
one visual inspection per year per public vantage point shall be conducted
after dark, at least one shall be conducted in the two hours after dawn, and
at least one shall be conducted in the two hours before dusk.
This performance standard provides flexibility for the applicant in terms of how
the standard is met (i.e., additional grading/berms, vegetation, etc.) However,
meeting the measure’s standards by conducting additional grading may result in
fewer environmental impacts, specifically related to fire danger and water usage,
than meeting the standards by, for example, planting trees and other vegetative
screening.

The vantage points identified are consistent with prior comments and include
scenic corridors with visual quality objectives identified in the Mono Basin
National Forest Scenic Area Comprehensive Management Plan.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. We would be happy to answer any
questions you might have regarding our comments.
Sincerely,

Bartshé Miller
Eastern Sierra Policy Director

